MOBILE DELIVERY STRATEGIES
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At Fjord, we believe that to service the multichannel environment, several mobile service delivery
strategies should be considered. And each one has its own set of opportunities and challenges
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Slick experiences that utilise native
mobile functionality and market reach,
but come with high implementation and
maintenance costs

Experiences that are quick and easy
for a small team to implement and
maintain, but only deliver a slice of
web content

Best suited to projects starting from
scratch, these experiences require higher
initial implementation costs, but allow for
the broadest content scope and easiest
maintenance

Development Cost
Maintenance Cost

Development requires hard-to-find specialist capabilities

Easy to implement simple multichannel enhancements

Best for projects starting from scratch

Requires redevelopment and re-releasing to online marketplaces

Simple updates normally within capabilities of a small team

One-source content and mark-up means easy maintenance
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Inappropriate channel for presenting large content services

Best suited to presenting selected parts of full site content

All web content can be available through a tailored interface

Excellent for leveraging native functionality like GPS, camera, etc

Some mobile web native functions require custom builds

Native functionality may conflict with one-source philosophy

Strong marketing potential from appstore marketplace

Additional marketing potential from web app store

Great SEO reach with one URL, but no formal app marketplace

Surveys point to massive data usage through apps vs mobile web

User's report of frustration with non-parity content to desktop

Relativity successful in the market, depending on nature of project

Able to utilise device graphic acceleration

Stripped down code and assets increase performance

Lots of CSS loading and client-side computation

Discovery and download increase access time

Good access time, sometimes slowed with a re-direction

No-redirection results in speedy delivery, code-quality dependent

Updating content requires redeveloping code

Updating content only requires re-sourcing web content

Instant content updatability with a one-source content stream

Updating design involves redeveloping overall concept and code

Fairly easy to recreate or edit mobile CSS style sheets

Very easy to recreate or edit CSS style sheets

